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(54) Method, device and system for controlling use of external data network via mobile access 
point

(57) A method and a device for controlling external
data network use via a mobile Access Point (AP) are
provided. A host device set as the mobile AP determines
whether a data-less mode is set, blocks a client device
from using the external data network via the mobile AP,
if the data-less mode is set, and permits the client device
to use the external data network via the mobile AP, if the
data-less mode is released. A client device connected to

a mobile AP determines whether a data-less mode is set
for a host device set as the mobile AP, if the client device
is connected to the host device in a state of being con-
nected to a wireless data network, maintains the connec-
tion to the wireless data network, if the data-less mode
is set, and releases the connection to the wireless data
network, if the data-less mode is released.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention:

[0001] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method, device and/or system for controlling
use, by a client device, of an external data network via a
mobile Access Point (AP).

2. Description of the Related Art:

[0002] Various types of mobile devices supporting a
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) connection, such
as Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi), have recently been released
to the market. However, due to mobility limitation of a
WLAN, users cannot use a WLAN while moving.
[0003] Recently, some types of mobile terminals, such
as smart phones, include a mobile AP function that allows
a mobile terminal to be used as a mobile AP. The mobile
AP function uses a wireless capability to implement a
’tethering’ function, which enables a device, such as a
Personal Computer (PC), to connect to a mobile AP and
to access a network (e.g. the Internet) via a wireless data
network, such as a wireless data network based on Gen-
eral Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Wideband Code Di-
vision Multiple Access (WCDMA), or Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE), with which the mobile AP is registered. The
mobile AP function is also typically referred to as ’Wi-Fi
tethering’, and a mobile AP formed using Wi-Fi tethering
is typically referred to as a ’Wi-Fi hotspot’, or ’portable
hotspot’.
[0004] Once a mobile AP function is set, a mobile ter-
minal equipped with the mobile AP function operates as
a mobile AP and a Wi-Fi hotspot becomes available to
other devices in an area around the mobile terminal pro-
viding the mobile AP function. By using the formed
hotspot, at least one device connected with the mobile
AP may communicate with the mobile AP and thereby
connect to a wireless data network via the mobile AP to
access a network (e.g. the Internet). In this case, a mobile
terminal which is set as the mobile AP, such as a smart
phone, may be referred to as a host device, and a device
which is connected with the mobile AP, such as a laptop
computer, a tablet computer, or a smart phone, may be
referred to as a client device. For forming a connection
between the mobile AP (host device) and the client de-
vice, a wireless short-range communication technology,
for example based on WLAN communication, Bluetooth,
or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), may be used.
For example, Wi-Fi, which is a technology that may be
used to form a WLAN, is widely used for connection be-
tween a mobile AP and a client device.
[0005] A billing system for accessing a wireless data
network typically charges users based on the amount of
data (e.g. number of packets) transmitted. Thus, when a
user of a mobile terminal desires to access a network (e.

g. the Internet), the user may prefer to access the Internet
by using a WLAN instead of using a wireless data network
with which the mobile terminal is registered, if the WLAN,
which may provide low-rate or free access to an external
data network, such as a wired data network, is available.
For example, the mobile terminal’s user connects the mo-
bile terminal to a WLAN AP which may access the Inter-
net via the external data network, and accesses the In-
ternet by using the external data network via the con-
nected WLAN AP.
[0006] When a mobile terminal connected with a wire-
less data network is connected to a WLAN AP, and thus
may use an external data network via the WLAN AP, the
mobile terminal typically releases connection with the
wireless data network. Thereafter, if the mobile terminal
cannot use the external data network via the WLAN AP
any longer, the mobile terminal releases connection to
the WLAN AP and typically connects back to the wireless
data network.
[0007] Similarly, when a mobile terminal, such as a
smart phone, connected with a wireless data network is
connected to a mobile AP as a client device, the client
device typically releases connection with the wireless da-
ta network. In this state, if access to the Internet is re-
quired, the client device may access the Internet by using
an external data network through the mobile AP, instead
of using the connection-released wireless data network.
[0008] As such, when the client device is connected to
the mobile AP, access by the client device to the Internet
is made by using the external data network of the mobile
AP at all times. As a result, a billing target for use of the
external data network by the client device is the mobile
terminal which operates as a host device. If the external
data network of the mobile AP is the external wireless
data network, the user of the host device may be charged
an additional wireless data fee. More particularly, unless
the user of the host device does not incur a data fee due
to subscribing to an unlimited data plan, the user of the
host device may be charged an additional wireless data
fee for use, by the client device, of the external wireless
data network.
[0009] The above information is presented as back-
ground information only to assist with an understanding
of the present invention. No determination has been
made, and no assertion is made, as to whether any of
the above might be applicable as prior art with regard to
the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is an aim of certain exemplary embodiments
of the present invention to address, solve, mitigate or
obviate, at least partly, at least one of the problems and/or
disadvantages associated with the related art, for exam-
ple at least one of the above-mentioned problems and/or
disadvantages. It is an aim of certain exemplary embod-
iments of the present invention to provide at least one
advantage over the related art, for example at least one
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of the advantages described below.
[0011] Accordingly, certain embodiments of the
present invention provide a method and a device for con-
trolling use of an external data network (or external data
network use) of a client device via a mobile Access Point
(AP).
[0012] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for selectively blocking
or permitting external data network use of a client device
via a mobile AP.
[0013] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for automatically blocking
or permitting external data network use of a client device
via a mobile AP, according to a state of connection of a
host device to the external data network.
[0014] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for selectively blocking
or permitting external data network use of a client device
via a mobile AP, by at least one of a host device and the
client device.
[0015] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for selectively blocking
or permitting external data network use of a client device
via a mobile AP, for at least one of each client device and
each data sharing application.
[0016] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for selectively limiting the
amount of use of external data (or an external data usage
of a client device via a mobile AP.
[0017] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for selectively limiting an
external data usage of a client device via a mobile AP,
for at least one of each client device and each data shar-
ing application.
[0018] Certain embodiments of the present invention
provide a method and a device for allowing a client device
to continuously use a previously connected wireless data
network if the client device is connected to a mobile AP.
[0019] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a method for controlling external data network
use of a client device via a mobile AP by a host device
set as the mobile AP is provided. The method includes:
determining whether a data-less mode is set; blocking
the client device from using the external data network via
the mobile AP if the data-less mode is set; and permitting
the client device to use the external data network via the
mobile AP if the data-less mode is released.
[0020] In an exemplary embodiment, the data-less
mode is set and released depending on at least one of
each client device and each data sharing application.
[0021] In an exemplary embodiment, the method fur-
ther comprises, if an allowed usage is set for each client
device: releasing the data-less mode for a client device
whose external data network usage is less than the al-
lowed usage; and setting the data-less mode for a client
device whose external data network usage has reached
the allowed usage.
[0022] In an exemplary embodiment, the method fur-

ther comprises, if an allowed usage is set for each data
sharing application: releasing the data-less mode for a
client device in which an external data network usage of
a data sharing application is less than the allowed usage;
and setting the data-less mode for a client device in which
the external data network usage of the data sharing ap-
plication has reached the allowed usage.
[0023] In an exemplary embodiment the method fur-
ther comprises: releasing the data-less mode upon con-
nection to a fixed AP when the data-less mode is set;
and setting the data-less mode upon release of the con-
nection to the fixed AP.
[0024] In an exemplary embodiment the method fur-
ther comprises notifying the client device of whether the
data-less mode is set.
[0025] In an exemplary embodiment, the method fur-
ther comprises: displaying a setting state of the data-less
mode through a mobile AP indicator.
[0026] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a method for controlling external data
network use via a mobile AP by a client device connected
to the mobile AP is provided. The method includes: de-
termining whether a data-less mode is set for a host de-
vice set as the mobile AP if the client device is connected
to the host device in a state of being connected to a wire-
less data network; maintaining the connection to the wire-
less data network if the data-less mode is set; and re-
leasing the connection to the wireless data network if the
data-less mode is released.
[0027] In an exemplary embodiment, the method fur-
ther comprises: determining whether a current operation
mode is a data sharing application mode, if the client
device is connected to a host device set as the mobile
AP in a state of being connected to a wireless data net-
work; maintaining the connection to the wireless data net-
work, if the current operation mode is the data sharing
application mode; and releasing the connection to the
wireless data network, if the current operation mode is
not the data sharing application mode.
[0028] In an exemplary embodiment, the determining
of whether the data-less mode is set comprises: perform-
ing a ping operation with respect to a particular web page
via the mobile AP; and determining whether the data-
less mode is set for the host device, based on whether
a response is received to the ping operation.
[0029] In an exemplary embodiment, the performing
of the ping operation comprises performing the ping op-
eration by using a Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
address of the particular web page, wherein the particular
web page is one of a web page which the client device
has accessed most recently, a web page which the client
device visits most frequently, and a web page set as a
home page.
[0030] In an exemplary embodiment, the determining
of whether the data-less mode is set comprises: perform-
ing the ping operation with respect to a preset external
network server via the mobile AP; and determining
whether the data-less mode is set for the host device,
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based on whether a response is received to the ping op-
eration.
[0031] In an exemplary embodiment, the determining
of whether the data-less mode is set comprises: deter-
mining reception of notification from the host device of
whether the data-less mode is set; and determining
whether the data-less mode is set for the host device
based on the notification.
[0032] In an exemplary embodiment, the method fur-
ther comprises: displaying a setting state of the data-less
mode through a mobile AP indicator.
[0033] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a method for controlling external data
network use via a mobile AP by a client device of the
mobile AP is provided. The method includes: determining
whether a current operation mode is a data sharing ap-
plication mode, if the client device is connected to a host
device set as the mobile AP in a state of being connected
to a wireless data network; maintaining the connection
to the wireless data network, if the current operation
mode is the data sharing application mode; and releasing
the connection to the wireless data network, if the current
operation mode is not the data sharing application mode.
[0034] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a method for controlling external data
network use via a mobile AP by a client device connected
to the mobile AP is provided. The method includes: de-
termining whether a current operation mode is a data
sharing application mode, if the client device is connected
to a host device set as the mobile AP in a state of being
connected to a wireless data network; determining
whether a data-less mode is set for the host device, if
the current operation mode is the data sharing application
mode; maintaining the connection to the wireless data
network, if the data-less mode is set; and releasing the
connection to the wireless data network, either if the cur-
rent operation mode is not the data sharing application
mode or if the data-less mode is released.
[0035] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a host device set as a mobile AP is
provided. The host device includes: a wireless short-
range communication unit for forming a mobile AP net-
work with a client device based on a wireless short-range
communication; a wireless communication unit for per-
forming wireless data communication with a wireless da-
ta network, which is an external data network with respect
to the mobile AP network; and a controller for blocking
the client device from using the wireless data network, if
a data-less mode is set, and for permitting the client de-
vice to use the wireless data network, if the data-less
mode is released.
[0036] In an exemplary embodiment, the data-less
mode is set and released depending on at least one of
each client device and each data sharing application.
[0037] In an exemplary embodiment, if an allowed us-
age is set for each client device, the controller is config-
ured to release the data-less mode for a client device
whose external data network usage is less than the al-

lowed usage, and set the data-less mode for a client de-
vice whose external data network usage has reached the
allowed usage.
[0038] In an exemplary embodiment, if an allowed us-
age is set for each data sharing application, the controller
is configured to release the data-less mode for a client
device in which an external data network usage of a data
sharing application is less than the allowed usage, and
set the data-less mode for a client device in which the
external data network usage of the data sharing applica-
tion has reached the allowed usage.
[0039] In an exemplary embodiment, the host device
further comprises: a wireless short-range communication
unit connected to a fixed AP through the wireless short-
range communication, wherein, if the data-less mode is
set, the controller is configured to release the data-less
mode upon connection to a fixed AP and set the data-
less mode upon release of the connection to the fixed AP.
[0040] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
configured to notify the client device of whether the data-
less mode is set.
[0041] In an exemplary embodiment, the host device
further comprises: a display for displaying a setting state
of the data-less mode through a mobile AP indicator in-
dicating an operation state of the mobile AP under control
of the controller.
[0042] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a client device connected to a mobile
AP is provided. The client device includes: a wireless
short-range communication unit for forming a mobile AP
network with a host device set as the mobile AP based
on a wireless short-range communication; a wireless
communication unit for performing a wireless data com-
munication with a wireless data network; and a controller
for determining whether a data-less mode is set for the
host device, if the client device is connected to the host
device in a state of being connected to the wireless data
network, for maintaining the connection to the wireless
data network, if the data-less mode is set, and for releas-
ing the connection to the wireless data network, if the
data-less mode is released.
[0043] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
configured to determine whether a current operation
mode is a data sharing application mode if the client de-
vice is connected to a host device set as the mobile AP
in a state of being connected to a wireless data network,
maintain the connection to the wireless data network if
the current operation mode is the data sharing application
mode, and release the connection to the wireless data
network if the current operation mode is not the data shar-
ing application mode.
[0044] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
configured to perform a ping operation with respect to a
particular web page via the mobile AP, and determine
whether the data-less mode is set for the host device,
based on whether a response is received to the ping op-
eration.
[0045] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
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configured to perform the ping operation by using a Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) address of the particular
web page, wherein the particular web page is one of a
web page which the client device has accessed most
recently, a web page which the client device visits most
frequently, and a web page set as a home page.
[0046] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
configured to perform the ping operation with respect to
a preset external network server via the mobile AP, and
determine whether the data-less mode is set for the host
device, based on whether a response is received to the
ping operation.
[0047] In an exemplary embodiment, the controller is
configured to be notified by the host device of whether
the data-less mode is set, and determine whether the
data-less mode is set for the host device based on the
notification.
[0048] In an exemplary embodiment, the client device
further comprises: a display for displaying a setting state
of the data-less mode through a mobile AP indicator in-
dicating an operation state of the mobile AP.
[0049] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a client device of a mobile AP is pro-
vided. The client device includes: a wireless short-range
communication unit for forming a mobile AP network with
a host device set as the mobile AP based on a wireless
short-range communication; a wireless communication
unit for performing a wireless data communication with
a wireless data network; and a controller for determining
whether a current operation mode is a data sharing ap-
plication mode, if the client device is connected to a host
device set as the mobile AP in a state of being connected
to a wireless data network, for maintaining the connection
to the wireless data network, if the current operation
mode is the data sharing application mode, and for re-
leasing the connection to the wireless data network, if
the current operation mode is not the data sharing appli-
cation mode.
[0050] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a client device connected to a mobile
AP is provided. The client device includes: a wireless
short-range communication unit for forming a mobile AP
network with a host device set as the mobile AP based
on a wireless short-range communication; a wireless
communication unit for performing a wireless data com-
munication with a wireless data network; and a controller
for determining whether a current operation mode is a
data sharing application mode, if the client device is con-
nected to a host device set as the mobile AP in a state
of being connected to a wireless data network, for deter-
mining whether a data-less mode is set for the host de-
vice, if the current operation mode is the data sharing
application mode, for maintaining the connection to the
wireless data network, if the data-less mode is set, and
for releasing the connection to the wireless data network,
either if the current operation mode is not the data sharing
application mode or if the data-less mode is released.
[0051] In accordance with another aspect of the

present invention, there is provided a system comprising:
a host device according to any aspect, claim or embod-
iment described herein; and a client device according to
any aspect, claim or embodiment described herein.
[0052] Another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a computer program comprising instructions that,
when executed, implement a method, system and/or ap-
paratus in accordance with any aspects, claim and/or
embodiment described herein. A further aspect of the
present invention provides a machine-readable storage
storing such a program.
[0053] Other aspects, advantages, and salient fea-
tures of the invention will become apparent to those
skilled in the art from the following detailed description,
which, taken in conjunction with the annexed drawings,
discloses exemplary embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0054] The above and other aspects, and features and
advantages of certain exemplary embodiments and as-
pects of the present invention will be more apparent from
the following description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram illustrating a mobile
Access Point (AP) network according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a host device
according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a host device according to
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a data-less mode set-
ting state in a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less mode
control of a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less mode
control of a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a client device
according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a client device according to
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a data-less mode set-
ting state in a client device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is a structural diagram illustrating a mobile
AP network according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a host device
according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less mode
control of a host device according to an exemplary
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embodiment of the present invention.

[0055] Throughout the drawings, it should be noted
that the same or similar reference numbers may be used
to depict the same or similar steps, operations, compo-
nents, elements, features, and/or structures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0056] The following description of exemplary embod-
iments of the present invention, with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, is provided to assist in a compre-
hensive understanding of the present invention, as de-
fined by the claims. The description includes various spe-
cific details to assist in that understanding, but these are
to be regarded as merely exemplary. Accordingly, those
of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that various
changes and modifications of the embodiments de-
scribed herein can be made without departing from the
scope of the invention.
[0057] Descriptions of well-known functions, process-
es, operations, steps, features, elements, structures
and/or constructions may be omitted for clarity and con-
ciseness, and to avoid obscuring the subject matter of
the present invention.
[0058] The terms and words used in the following de-
scription and claims are not limited to the bibliographical
meanings, but are merely used to enable a clear and
consistent understanding of the invention. Accordingly,
it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the
following description of exemplary embodiments of the
present invention is provided for illustration purpose only
and not for the purpose of limiting the invention, as de-
fined by the appended claims.
[0059] It is to be understood that, throughout the de-
scription and claims of this specification, the singular
forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example,
reference to "a component surface" includes reference
to one or more of such surfaces.
[0060] Throughout the description and claims of this
specification, the words "comprise", "include" and "con-
tain" and variations thereof, for example "comprising" and
"comprises", means "including but not limited to", and is
not intended to (and does not) exclude other features,
elements, components, integers, steps, processes, op-
erations, characteristics, properties and/or groups there-
of.
[0061] By the term "substantially" it is meant that the
recited characteristic, parameter, or value need not be
achieved exactly, but that deviations or variations, includ-
ing for example, tolerances, measurement error, meas-
urement accuracy limitations and other factors known to
those of skill in the art, may occur in amounts that do not
preclude the effect the characteristic was intended to pro-
vide.
[0062] Features, elements, components, integers,

steps, processes, operations, functions, characteristics,
properties and/or groups thereof described in conjunc-
tion with a particular aspect, embodiment or example of
the invention are to be understood to be applicable to
any other aspect, embodiment or example described
herein unless incompatible therewith.
[0063] It will be also be appreciated that, throughout
the description and claims of this specification, language
in the general form of "X for Y" (where Y is some action,
process, activity, operation or step and X is some means
for carrying out that action, process, activity, operation
or step) encompasses means X adapted, configured or
arranged specifically, but not exclusively, to do Y.
[0064] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described based on an example in which a
host device, which is set as a mobile Access Point (AP),
and a client device connected to the mobile AP are smart
phones. However, the host device may comprise any
suitable type of device. For example, in certain exemplary
embodiments of the present invention, other types of de-
vices based on similar technology may be used. Further-
more, the skilled person will appreciate that exemplary
embodiments of the present invention may be imple-
mented using devices comprising one or more modifica-
tions relative to the devices described herein, for example
one or more additional components, one or more alter-
native or equivalent components, and/or one or more
components omitted.
[0065] FIG. 1 is a structural diagram illustrating a mo-
bile AP according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0066] Referring to FIG. 1, a mobile AP network 104
is configured with a host device 100 and a client device
102. As a mobile terminal, such as a smart phone, which
has a mobile AP function, is set as a mobile AP, it oper-
ates as the host device 100 of the mobile AP network
104. Therefore, in exemplary embodiments of the
present invention, terms ’host device’ and ’mobile AP’
are interchangeable. The client device 102 may comprise
any suitable type of device, for example a mobile terminal
(e.g. a smart phone or mobile telephone), or other type
of device (e.g. a laptop computer or a tablet computer).
Connection between the host device 100 and the client
device 102 may be implemented using any suitable com-
munication scheme or protocol. For example, in certain
exemplary embodiments, the connection may be imple-
mented using a short-range wireless communication,
such as a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Blue-
tooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), or the like.
In exemplary embodiments of the present invention,
Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi), which is a technology that may
be used to form a WLAN, is used for the connection be-
tween the host device 100 and the client device 102.
While only one client device 102 is included in the mobile
AP network 104 in FIG. 1, any suitable number of client
devices (e.g. multiple client devices) may be included in
the mobile AP network 104 in embodiments.
[0067] The host device 100 and the client device 102
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may share a network (e.g. a public network) with which
the host device 100 is registered, such as a network
based on General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), Wide-
band Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), Long
Term Evolution (LTE), or the like. For example, the client
device 102 may use a wireless data network 106 through
the host device 100. In this way, the client device 102
may use the wireless data network 106 through the host
device 100, such that for the client device 102, the wire-
less data network 106 is an external data network. Si-
multaneous use of Wi-Fi and the wireless data network
106 may be implemented by a technique used in, for
example, a Multi-media Message Service (MMS) appli-
cation. When the MMS application is used during use of
the data network through Wi-Fi, another connection, such
as a cellular connection, instead of a default connection,
such as Wi-Fi, may be possible by using an Application
Program Interface (API) of an application processor of a
mobile terminal in the MMS application. If an application
which desires to simultaneously use Wi-Fi and the cel-
lular network calls a corresponding API, both types of
connection may be used simultaneously.
[0068] The host device 100 may also be connected to
a fixed AP as well as the wireless data network 106. The
fixed AP is an AP connected to a wired data network,
and may be a traditional WLAN AP which allows a client
connected to the fixed AP through a WLAN to use the
wired data network. In this case, the client device 102
may also be used as a wired data network through the
host device 100. The wired data network may also be an
external data network other than the wireless data net-
work with which the client device 102 is registered. This
case will be described later with reference to FIG. 10.
[0069] A user of the host device 100 and a user of the
client device 102 may share contents through a mobile
AP by using a data sharing application. In an example of
use of the data sharing application, many people may
view the same screen with their respective smart devices.
The smart devices may be, for example, a smart TV, a
laptop computer, a tablet computer, a smart phone, and
the like. Another example of data sharing through a mo-
bile AP may be a multi-player game.
[0070] When the host device 100 and the client device
102 are connected to use the data sharing application,
the client device 102 may use the external data network,
such as the wireless data network 106, through the host
device 100. If the client device 102 uses an external data
network, the user of the host device 100 may be charged
an additional wireless data fee as stated above.
[0071] In this regard, for the host device 100, a data-
less mode may be set or the set data-less mode may be
released. The data-less mode is a mode for controlling
use, by the client device 102 via the host device 100, of
an external data network. When the data-less mode is
set for the host device 100, the host device 100 blocks
the client device 102 from using the external data network
via the host device 100. When the data-less mode is re-
leased, the host device 100 permits the client device 102

to use the external data network via the host device 100.
[0072] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a host de-
vice according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0073] Referring to FIG. 2, the host device 100 is a
mobile terminal, such as a smart phone, and may include
a controller 200, a wireless communication unit 202, a
Wi-Fi unit 204, an audio unit 206, a memory 208, a display
210, and a key input unit 212.
[0074] The wireless communication unit 202 performs
wireless data communication with the wireless data net-
work 106. The Wi-Fi unit 204, which is a wireless short-
range communication unit, forms the mobile AP network
104 with at least one client device including the client
device 102 based on Wi-Fi communication. The audio
unit 206 includes an audio output device, such as a
speaker, and an audio input device, such as a micro-
phone, and inputs and outputs various audio signals cor-
responding to operations of the host device 100. The
memory 208 stores a program for operations of the con-
troller 200 and stores various data according to the op-
erations of the controller 200. The memory 208 may fur-
ther include an external memory and a storage device,
such as a Hard Disk Drive (HDD). The display 210 dis-
plays images according to the operations of the controller
200. The key input unit 212 provides various key inputs
used for operations of the host device 100 from the user
to the controller 200. The key input unit 212 may include
a touch screen panel installed on the display 210 and
may include keys for inputting numeric and character in-
formation and function keys for setting various functions.
The controller 200 controls the wireless communication
unit 202, the Wi-Fi unit 204, the audio unit 206, the mem-
ory 208, the display 210, and the key input unit 212 to
perform various functions of the host device 100. To im-
plement the controller 200, an application processor,
which is a general main controller of a mobile terminal,
may additionally execute a function of controlling use of
an external data network.
[0075] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a host device according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0076] Referring to FIG. 3, once the controller 200 of
the host device 100 starts a mobile AP operation, the
controller 200 determines whether a data-less mode is
set in step 300. If it is determined that the data-less mode
is set in step 300, the controller 200 blocks the client
device 102 from using an external data network via the
host device 100 in step 302. Thus, in step 304, the client
device 102 shares data of a data sharing application with
the host device 100, but cannot use the external data
network.
[0077] If it is determined that the data-less mode is not
set in step 300, the controller 200 permits the client device
102 to use the external data network via the host device
100 in step 306. Thus, in step 308, the client device 102
shares not only the data of the data sharing application,
but also the external data network with the host device
100.
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[0078] The controller 200 may indicate a data-less
mode setting state using a mobile AP indicator displayed
on the display 210 as illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0079] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a data-less mode
setting state in a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0080] Referring to FIG. 4, reference numeral 400 in-
dicates a mobile AP indicator when the data-less mode
is released, and reference numeral 402 indicates a mo-
bile AP indicator when the data-less mode is set. When
the data-less mode is set, the mobile AP indicator 402
includes a data-less mode icon 404 indicating that the
host device 100 is in the data-less mode. A form or color
of the data-less mode icon 404 may be implemented dif-
ferently than illustrated in FIG. 4. In this state, if the data-
less mode is released, the data-less mode icon 404 dis-
appears as in the mobile AP indicator 400. Thus, the user
of the host device 100 may be aware of whether the data-
less mode is set.
[0081] Setting or releasing the data-less mode for the
host device 100 may be performed by the user of the
host device 100. For example, an item for setting and
releasing the data-less mode may be added to a general
environment setting menu of a mobile terminal to allow
the user to set or release the data-less mode through the
key input unit 212 of the host device 100. The data-less
mode may also be manually or automatically set and re-
leased by a common carrier with which the host device
100 is registered or externally set.
[0082] The data-less mode may also be automatically
set according to driving of the data sharing application
and driving of the mobile AP. For example, if the mobile
AP is driven after driving of the data sharing application
or the data sharing application is selected during driving
of the mobile AP, the data-less mode may be automati-
cally set.
[0083] An allowed use amount may be set to limit use
of an external data network for each client device, or an
allowed use amount may be set to limit use of an external
data network for each data sharing application. For ex-
ample, an allowed use amount may be set for at least
one of each client and each data sharing application. The
allowed use amount may be set by the user of the host
device or a common carrier with which the host device
100 is registered or may be manually or automatically
set by external setting.
[0084] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less
mode control of a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0085] Referring to FIG. 5, an allowed use amount of
an external data network is set for each client device.
The controller 200 of the host device 100 determines
whether the amount of use of an external data network
(or an external data network usage) of the client device
102 reaches an allowed usage in step 500. If the external
data network usage is less than the allowed usage, the
controller 200 releases the data-less mode with respect
to the client device 102 in step 502. On the other hand,

if the external data network usage reaches the allowed
usage in step 500, the controller 200 sets the data-less
mode for the client device 102 in step 504.
[0086] Hence, before the external data network usage
of the client device 102 reaches the allowed usage, the
client device 102 is permitted to use the external data
network. However, if the external data network usage of
the client device 102 reaches the allowed usage, the cli-
ent device 102 is blocked from using the external data
network.
[0087] While the foregoing description made with ref-
erence to FIG. 5 uses one client device 102 as an exam-
ple, the process illustrated in FIG. 5 is performed for each
client device when at least one client device as well as
the client device 102 are included in the mobile AP net-
work 104.
[0088] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less
mode control of a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0089] Referring to FIG. 6, an allowed usage is set for
each data sharing application. The controller 200 of the
host device 100 determines whether the external data
network usage of the client device 102 by the current
data sharing application reaches the allowed usage in
step 600. If the external data network usage of the client
device 102 by the current data sharing application is less
than the allowed usage, the controller 200 releases the
data-less mode for the client device 102 in step 602. On
the other hand, if the external data network usage of the
client device 102 by the current data sharing application
reaches the allowed usage, the controller 200 sets the
data-less mode for the client device 102 in step 604.
[0090] Hence, before the external data network usage
of the client device 102 by the each data sharing appli-
cation reaches the allowed usage, the client device 102
is permitted to use the external data network. However,
if the external data network usage of the client device
102 by the each data sharing application reaches the
allowed usage, the client device 102 is blocked from us-
ing the external data network.
[0091] While the foregoing description made with ref-
erence to FIG. 6 uses one client device 102 as an exam-
ple, the process illustrated in FIG. 6 may be performed
for each client device for each data sharing application
when at least one client device as well as the client device
102 are included in the mobile AP network 104.
[0092] Controlling the use of the external data network
by the client device 102 may be autonomously performed
with respect to the client device 102. For example, de-
pending on at least one of whether a data sharing appli-
cation mode is set and whether the data-less mode is set
for the host device 100, the use of the external data net-
work by the client device 102 may be controlled, as will
be described below with reference to FIGS. 7 through 9.
[0093] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a client
device according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0094] Referring to FIG. 7, the client device 102 is a
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mobile terminal, such as a smart phone, and includes a
controller 700, a wireless communication unit 702, a Wi-
Fi unit 704, an audio unit 706, a memory 708, a display
710, and a key input unit 712.
[0095] The wireless communication unit 702 performs
a wireless data communication with a wireless data net-
work (not shown) with which the client device 102 is reg-
istered. The Wi-Fi unit 704, which is a wireless short-
range communication unit, forms the mobile AP network
104 with the host device 100 set as the mobile AP based
on Wi-Fi communication. The audio unit 706 includes an
audio output device, such as a speaker, and an audio
input device, such as a microphone, and inputs and out-
puts various audio signals according to operations of the
client device 203. The memory 708 stores a program for
operations of the controller 700 and stores various data
according to the operations of the controller 700. The
memory 708 may further include an external memory and
a storage device, such as an HDD. The display 710 dis-
plays images according to the operations of the controller
700. The key input unit 712 provides various key inputs
used for operations of the client device 102 from the user
to the controller 700. The key input unit 712 may include
a touch screen panel installed on the display 710 and
may include keys for inputting numeric and character in-
formation and function keys for setting various functions.
The controller 700 controls the wireless communication
unit 702, the Wi-Fi unit 704, the audio unit 206, the mem-
ory 708, the display 710, and the key input unit 712 to
perform various functions of the host device 700. To im-
plement the controller 700, an application processor,
which is a general main controller of a mobile terminal,
may additionally execute a function of controlling use of
an external data network.
[0096] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a client device according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0097] Referring to FIG. 8, when the controller 700 of
the client device 102 is connected by the wireless com-
munication unit 702 to a wireless data network with which
the client device 102 is registered, if the controller 700 is
connected to the host device 100, the controller 700 de-
termines whether a current operation mode is a data
sharing application mode in step 800. If the current op-
eration mode is the data sharing application mode, the
controller 700 determines whether the data-less mode is
set for the host device 100 in step 802.
[0098] For example, the controller 700 performs a ping
operation with respect to a particular web page through
the host device 100 to determine whether the data-less
mode is set for the host device 100. The particular web
page may be one of a web page which the client device
102 has accessed most recently, a web page which the
client device 102 visits most frequently, and a web page
which is set as a homepage. The controller 700 performs
a ping operation by using one of Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) addresses of those web pages, and de-
termines whether the data-less mode is set for the host
device 100 based on whether a response is received to

the ping operation. If a response is not received to the
ping operation, it means the use of the external data net-
work via the host device 100 is blocked, such that the
controller 700 determines that the data-less mode is set.
If a response is received to the ping operation, it means
that the use of the external data network via the host
device 100 is permitted, such that the controller 700 de-
termines that the data-less mode is released.
[0099] In another example, the controller 700 may per-
form the ping operation with respect to a preset external
network server via the host device 100 and determine
whether the data-less mode is set for the host device
100, depending on whether a response is received to the
ping operation. The preset external network server may
be, for example, a particular server designated by a com-
mon carrier.
[0100] In another example, the controller 700 may be
notified by the host device 100 of whether the data-less
mode is set, and determine whether the data-less mode
is set for the host device 100 based on the notification.
To this end, the host device 100 notifies the client device
102 of whether the data-less mode is set. Such a notifi-
cation operation may be performed when the client de-
vice 102 is connected to the host device 100.
[0101] As described above with reference to FIGS. 5
and 6, when an allowed usage of the external data net-
work is set for each client device or each data sharing
application, the host device 100 may notify the client de-
vice 102 of whether the data-less mode is set if the data-
less mode is set or release for the client device 102. The
host device 100 may notify the client device 102 of an
allowed usage for the client device 102 or an allowed
usage for a currently executed data sharing application
mode. The host device 100 may notify the client device
102 of a current usage for the client device 102 or a cur-
rent usage for the currently executed data sharing appli-
cation mode. The client device 102 may inform the user
of an allowed usage and a usage notified by the host
device 100 by displaying them through the display 710.
Before a usage reaches an allowed usage, for example,
when the usage reaches 80% of the allowed usage, the
client device 102 may inform the user of the usage by
displaying a phrase regarding the usage through the dis-
play 710.
[0102] If it is determined that the data-less mode is set
for the host device 100 in step 804, the controller 700
maintains connection with the wireless data network in
step 806. Thus, data of the data sharing application is
shared with the host device 100 via the Wi-Fi unit 704,
but data communication, such as access to the Internet,
is performed by using the wireless data network via the
wireless communication unit 702. The data of the data
sharing application may also be shared with another cli-
ent device which may be connected to the mobile AP
network 104. Therefore, when the client device 102 is
connected to the host device 100 to use the data sharing
application, if the host device 100 is set to the data-less
mode, the client device 102 may continue accessing the
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Internet via a previously connected wireless data net-
work.
[0103] On the other hand, if it is determined that the
current operation mode is not the data sharing application
mode in step 800 or the data-less mode is released in
step 804, the controller 700 releases connection with the
wireless data network in step 808. Therefore, if the cur-
rent operation mode is the data sharing application mode
and the data-less mode is released for the host device
100, the client device 102 may use the data sharing ap-
plication and the external data network via the host device
100.
[0104] In FIG. 8, connection of the client device 102 to
the existing wireless data network is maintained or re-
leased by determining whether the current operation
mode is the data sharing application mode and whether
the data-less mode is set for the host device 100. How-
ever, in an actual application of the present invention,
connection of the client device 102 to the existing wireless
data network may be maintained or released based on
either whether the current operation mode is the data
sharing application mode or whether the data-less mode
is set for the host device 100. For example, in an actual
application of the present invention, steps 802 and 804
may be skipped and step 806 or 808 may be performed
after step 800. On the other hand, the process may start
with step 802 while skipping step 800.
[0105] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a data-less mode
setting state in a client device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0106] Referring to FIG. 9, reference numeral 900 in-
dicates a mobile AP indicator when the data-less mode
is released, and reference numeral 902 indicates a mo-
bile AP indicator when the data-less mode is set. When
the data-less mode is set, the mobile AP indicator 902
includes a data-less mode icon 904 indicating that the
client device 102 is in the data-less mode. The form or
color of the data-less mode icon 904 may be implemented
differently than illustrated in FIG. 9. In this state, if the
data-less mode is released, the data-less mode icon 904
disappears as in the mobile AP indicator 900. Thus, the
user of the client device 102 may be aware of whether
the data-less mode is set.
[0107] Setting and releasing the data-less mode for
the host device 100 may be automatically performed ac-
cording to a state of connection of the host device 100
to an external data network. For example, depending on
whether the host device 100 subscribes to an unlimited
data plan regarding the use of wireless data, the data-
less mode may be automatically set or released. For ex-
ample, if the host device 100 does not subscribe to the
unlimited data plan, the data-less mode may be automat-
ically set. Otherwise, if the host device 100 subscribes
to the unlimited data plan, the data-less mode may be
automatically released. As such, automatic setting or re-
leasing of the data-less mode, according to whether the
host device 100 subscribes to the unlimited data plan,
may be performed by a common carrier to which the host

device 100 subscribes. When the host device 100 may
determine information regarding whether it subscribes to
the unlimited data plan, automatic setting and releasing
of the data-less mode may be performed by the host de-
vice 100 according to whether the host device 100 sub-
scribes to the unlimited data plan.
[0108] In another example, as described with refer-
ence to FIG. 1, if the host device 100 may be connected
to a fixed AP as well as the wireless data network 106,
the data-less mode may be automatically set or released
according to whether the host device 100 is connected
to the fixed AP. This case will be described below with
reference to FIGS. 10 through 12.
[0109] FIG. 10 is a structural diagram illustrating a mo-
bile AP network according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[0110] Referring to FIG. 10, a host device 1000 is con-
nected to a fixed AP 1004 as well as the wireless data
network 106. The host device 1000 corresponds to the
host device 100 of FIG. 1. The fixed AP 1004 is connected
to a wired data network 1006 and is also connected to
the host device 1000 through a wireless short-range com-
munication, such as a WLAN. In this case, the client de-
vice 102 included in an AP mobile network 1002 may
also use the wired data network 1006 via the host device
1000. The wired data network 1006 via the fixed AP 1004
corresponds to an external data network other than a
wireless data network with which the client device 102 is
registered.
[0111] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a host
device according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0112] Referring to FIG. 11, the host device 1000 is a
mobile terminal, such as a smart phone, and includes a
controller 1100, a wireless communication unit 1102, a
first Wi-Fi unit 1104, a second Wi-Fi unit 1106, an audio
unit 1108, a memory 1110, a display 1112, and a key
input unit 1114.
[0113] The wireless communication unit 1102 per-
forms wireless data communication with the wireless da-
ta network 106. The first Wi-Fi unit 1104, which is a wire-
less short-range communication unit, forms a mobile AP
network based on a Wi-Fi communication with at least
one client device including the client device 102. The
second Wi-Fi unit 1106, which is a wireless short-range
communication unit, is connected with the fixed AP 1004
through a Wi-Fi communication. The audio unit 1108 in-
cludes an audio output device, such as a speaker, and
an audio input device, such as a microphone, and inputs
and outputs various audio signals according to opera-
tions of the host device 1000. The memory 1100 stores
a program for operations of the controller 1100 and stores
various data according to the operations of the controller
1100. The memory 1110 may further include an external
memory and a storage device, such as an HDD. The
display 1112 displays images according to the operations
of the controller 1100. The key input unit 1114 provides
various key inputs used for operations of the host device
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1000 from the user to the controller 1100. The key input
unit 1114 may include a touch screen panel installed on
the display 1112 and may include keys for inputting nu-
meric and character information and function keys for
setting various functions. The controller 1100 controls
the wireless communication unit 1102, the first Wi-Fi unit
1104, the second Wi-Fi unit 1106, the audio unit 1108,
the memory 1110, the display 1112, and the key input
unit 1114 to perform various functions of the host device
1000. To implement the controller 1100, an application
processor, which is a general main controller of a mobile
terminal, may additionally execute a function of control-
ling use of an external data network.
[0114] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a data-less
mode control of a host device according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0115] Referring to FIG. 12, the controller 1100 of the
host device 1000 determines whether the host device
1000 is connected to the fixed AP 1004 through the sec-
ond Wi-Fi unit 1106 in step 1200. If it is determined that
the host device 1000 is connected to the fixed AP 1004,
the controller 1100 releases the data-less mode in step
1202. The controller 1100 determines whether connec-
tion with the fixed AP 1004 is released in step 1204. If it
is determined that connection with the fixed AP 1004 is
released, the controller 1100 sets the data-less mode in
step 1206.
[0116] In this way, setting and releasing of the data-
less mode for the host device 1000 are performed auto-
matically according to a state of connection of the host
device 1000 to an external data network.
[0117] As is apparent from the foregoing description,
when the client device is connected to the mobile AP,
use of an external data network (or external data network
use) of the client device via the mobile AP is selectively
permitted or blocked by at least one of the host device
and the client device, thereby preventing the host device
from being excessively charged an unnecessary addi-
tional wireless data fee. Moreover, when external data
network use of the client device via the mobile AP is
blocked, the client device maintains connection to the
wireless data network with which the client device is reg-
istered, allowing access to the Internet.
[0118] The mobile terminal may download or install
and execute a program (for example, an application) for
controlling use of an external data network from a pro-
gram providing device (for example, a server) located in
a remote place, thereby using the program to control use
of the external data network. For example, once the pro-
gram for controlling use of the external data network is
installed in the mobile terminal, the program may be ex-
ecuted in the mobile terminal to control use of the external
data network. The program providing device transmits
the program to the mobile terminal automatically or in
response to a transmit request for the program from the
mobile terminal. The program providing device may ad-
ditionally perform service subscription determination, us-
er authentication, and payment information checking with

respect to the mobile terminal. The program providing
device may include a communication unit for performing
a wired or a wireless communication with the mobile ter-
minal, a storage medium for storing the program, and a
controller for transmitting the program to the mobile ter-
minal through the communication unit. The storage me-
dium may be located inside or outside the program pro-
viding device.
[0119] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion can be implemented with hardware, software, or any
combination of hardware and software. Such software
may be stored, for example, in any suitable type of volatile
or non-volatile storage or recordable medium, whether
or not erasable or re-recordable, such as a Read-Only
Memory (ROM) a Random Access Memory (RAM), an
optically or magnetically recordable and machine-read-
able storage medium, such as a Compact Disc (CD), a
Digital Versatile Disk (DVD), a magnetic disk, a magnetic
tape, or the like.
[0120] It will be appreciated that the storage devices
and storage media are embodiments of machine-reada-
ble (e.g. computer-readable) storage that are suitable for
storing one or more programs comprising instructions or
code that, when executed, implement embodiments of
the present invention. Accordingly, certain embodiments
of the present invention provide a program comprising
instructions or code for implementing a system, appara-
tus and/or method according to any aspect, claims or
embodiment disclosed herein, and a machine-readable
storage storing such a program. Such a program may be
electronically transferred through an arbitrary medium,
such as a communication signal delivered through a
wired or a wireless connection, and an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention properly includes
equivalents thereof.
[0121] While the invention has been shown and de-
scribed with reference to certain exemplary embodi-
ments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in
the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the scope of the
invention, as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method, for a host device set as a mobile Access
Point (AP), for controlling external data network use
of a client device via the AP, the method comprising:

determining whether a data-less mode is set;
blocking the client device from using the external
data network via the mobile AP, if the data-less
mode is set; and
permitting the client device to use the external
data network via the mobile AP, if the data-less
mode is released.

2. A host device set as a mobile Access Point (AP), the
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host device comprising:

a first communication unit (e.g. a wireless short-
range communication unit) for forming a mobile
AP network with a client device (e.g. based on
a wireless short-range communication);
a second communication unit (e.g. a wireless
communication unit) for performing wireless da-
ta communication with a wireless data network
(e.g. an external data network with respect to
the mobile AP network); and
a controller for blocking the client device from
using the wireless data network, if a data-less
mode is set, and for permitting the client device
to use the wireless data network, if the data-less
mode is released.

3. The method of claim 1, or the host device of claim
2, wherein the data-less mode is set and released
depending on at least one of each client device and
each data sharing application.

4. The method or host device of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein,
if an allowed usage is set for each client device:

the data-less mode for a client device whose
external data network usage is less than the al-
lowed usage is released (e.g. by the controller);
and
the data-less mode for a client device whose
external data network usage has reached the
allowed usage is set (e.g. by the controller).

5. The method or host device of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein,
if an allowed usage is set for each data sharing ap-
plication:

the data-less mode for a client device in which
an external data network usage of a data sharing
application is less than the allowed usage is re-
leased (e.g. by the controller); and
the data-less mode for a client device in which
the external data network usage of the data
sharing application has reached the allowed us-
age is set (e.g. by the controller).

6. The method or host device of any preceding claim,
wherein:

optionally, the host device comprises a commu-
nication unit (e.g. a wireless short-range com-
munication unit) connected to a fixed AP through
the wireless short-range communication; and
wherein:

the data-less mode upon connection to a
fixed AP when the data-less mode is set is
released (e.g. by the controller); and

the data-less mode upon release of the con-
nection to the fixed AP is set (e.g. by the
controller).

7. The method or host device of any preceding claim,
wherein the client device is notified (e.g. by the con-
troller) of whether the data-less mode is set.

8. A method, for a client device connected to a mobile
Access Point (AP), for controlling external data net-
work use via the AP, the method comprising:

determining one or more of (i) whether a data-
less mode is set for a host device set as the
mobile AP, if the client device is connected to
the host device in a state of being connected to
a wireless data network, and (ii) whether a cur-
rent operation mode is a data sharing application
mode, if the client device is connected to a host
device set as the mobile AP in a state of being
connected to a wireless data network;
maintaining the connection to the wireless data
network if one or more of (i) the data-less mode
is set, and (ii) the current operation mode is the
data sharing application mode; and
releasing the connection to the wireless data
network if one or more of (i) the data-less mode
is released, and (ii) the current operation mode
is not the data sharing application mode.

9. A client device connected to a mobile Access Point
(AP), the client device comprising:

a first communication unit (e.g. a wireless short-
range communication unit) for forming a mobile
AP network with a host device set as the mobile
AP (e.g. based on a wireless short-range com-
munication);
a second communication unit (e.g. a wireless
communication unit) for performing a wireless
data communication with a wireless data net-
work; and
a controller for:

determining one or more of (i) whether a
data-less mode is set for the host device, if
the client device is connected to the host
device in a state of being connected to the
wireless data network and (ii) whether a cur-
rent operation mode is a data sharing ap-
plication mode, if the client device is con-
nected to a host device set as the mobile
AP in a state of being connected to a wire-
less data network,
for maintaining the connection to the wire-
less data network, if one or more of (i) the
data-less mode is set and (ii) the current
operation mode is the data sharing applica-
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tion mode, and
for releasing the connection to the wireless
data network, if one or more of (i) the data-
less mode is released and (ii) if the current
operation mode is not the data sharing ap-
plication mode.

10. The method of claim 8 or the client device of claim
9, wherein:

it is determined (e.g. by the controller) whether
a current operation mode is a data sharing ap-
plication mode, if the client device is connected
to a host device set as the mobile AP in a state
of being connected to a wireless data network;
the connection to the wireless data network is
maintained (e.g. by the controller), if the current
operation mode is the data sharing application
mode; and
the connection to the wireless data network is
released (e.g. by the controller), if the current
operation mode is not the data sharing applica-
tion mode.

11. The method or client device of claim 8, 9 or 10,
wherein the determining (e.g. by the controller) of
whether the data-less mode is set comprises:

performing (e.g. by the controller) a ping oper-
ation with respect to a particular web page via
the mobile AP; and
determining (e.g. by the controller) whether the
data-less mode is set for the host device, based
on whether a response is received to the ping
operation.

12. The method or client device of claim 11, wherein the
performing (e.g. by the controller) of the ping oper-
ation comprises performing (e.g. by the controller)
the ping operation by using a Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) address of the particular web page,
wherein the particular web page is one of a web page
which the client device has accessed most recently,
a web page which the client device visits most fre-
quently, and a web page set as a home page.

13. The method or client device of claim 8, 9 or 10,
wherein the determining (e.g. by the controller) of
whether the data-less mode is set comprises:

performing (e.g. by the controller) the ping op-
eration with respect to a preset external network
server via the mobile AP; and
determining (e.g. by the controller) whether the
data-less mode is set for the host device, based
on whether a response is received to the ping
operation.

14. The method or client device of claim 8, 9 or 10,
wherein the determining (e.g. by the controller) of
whether the data-less mode is set comprises:

determining (e.g. by the controller) reception of
notification from the host device of whether the
data-less mode is set; and
determining (e.g. by the controller) whether the
data-less mode is set for the host device based
on the notification.

15. The method, host device, or client device of any pre-
ceding claim, wherein:

a setting state of the data-less mode is displayed
(e.g.by a display of the host device or a display
of the client device) through a mobile AP indica-
tor (e.g. indicating an operation state of the mo-
bile AP, for example under control of the con-
troller).
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